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Let’s Talk
CONTINUOUS EVALUATION: THE ONLY WAY FORWARD IN EDUCATION
Education has always been a dynamic affair. What holds true today might be
replaced tomorrow subject to the availability of a better option. However, the
primary purpose of education remains the same irrespective of the method
followed. It would suffice to say that education constitutes the only path
towards enlightenment – in both the figurative and the metaphorical senses. A
country can never develop without its citizens being educated.
That said, the tried and tested method of rote learning has been questioned by
academics from across the world. A system that evaluates a student for the
entire year or the entire semester based on her/ his performance in a single
written examination is bound to be faulty. The current discourse aims to talk
about the obvious advantages of the apparently best alternative system of
evaluation – continuous evaluation.
There has been a refreshing change in the Indian education system over the past couple of decades. A
number of educational institutions have successfully introduced continuous evaluation for students. Now,
before getting down into the intricacies of what the system stipulates, it is important that we comprehend its
genesis.
In layman’s terms, continuous evaluation entails the evaluation of a student’s performance throughout the
duration of a course instead of a written or verbal examination at the end of the semester or year. The
assessments are done on the basis of practical assignments, research projects, industry projects, field-based
work, quizzes, classroom discussions, debates and written or verbal examinations. This means that a student
is evaluated on all possible academic yardsticks thus ruling out the possibility of her/ his lopsided
development. This system ensures that the mentors can provide regular feedback to the students thereby
ensuring the correction of anomalies at different stages.
As one can understand, there are certain distinct advantages of following the system. It is important to
document those advantages in the form of the following pointers:
1. All-Round Development of Students: All the requisite faculties of a student are developed through the
continuous evaluation system. Not only is the student assessed on her/ his ability to memorize information
but also on her/ his capacity to implement the information in practical and industrial terms.
2. A Continuous Loop of Feedback Remains Available to Students: Through the conduction of
continuous evaluation, the mentors remain on top of all the problem areas that a particular student
demonstrates. Consequently, the mentor has the leeway to correct a student along the way thereby ensuring
graded improvements.
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3. Lifelong Learning Is Ensured: One of the biggest concern areas in the contemporary academic ecosystem
is the continuous updation of a person’s knowledge base. This is the point where continuous evaluation comes
in super handy. It inculcates the spirit of knowledge updation among students. It is pertinent to mention here
that Industry 4.0 banks on this ability to continuously evolve and stay relevant.
4. Practical Learning Becomes the Key: At a time when Google provides all the raw information, it is the
applicability of knowledge that makes the much-needed difference between a relevant professional and an
irrelevant professional. Continuous evaluation makes a case for practical learning and hence prepares good
professionals for the industry.
5. A Spirit of Discussion and Debate Is Inculcated among Students: Discussions and debates constitute
the lifeblood of creativity. Continuous evaluation develops a critical attitude among students and makes them
participate in creative, productive and participative debates and discussions. As Artificial Intelligence (AI),
Machine Learning (ML) and Internet of Things (IoT) continue to reduce the role of human beings, a creative
bent of mind is what will ensure the relevance of human resources.
The Gandhinagar, Gujarat-based Pandit Deendayal Energy University perfectly understands the importance
of continuous evaluation. Hence, it follows the system to the T in its effort to create future citizens of the
country, who would go on to carve their own niches in their chosen fields.
Stay safe, happy and healthy!
Cheers!
Dr. Amrita Chakraborty
Editor
SLS Mirror
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SLS Events Calendar

SLS EVENTS CALENDAR - AUGUST 2021

August
2021

School of Liberal Studies, PDEU

Date of the
Event/Activity

Name of the
Event/Activity

3 to 6 August,
2021

SLS 2020 Batch
Induction Programme

2

7 August, 2021

3

4

Sl.
No.
1

Number of
Participants

Department

507

School of
Liberal Studies

Ivory Coast
Independence Day
Celebration

60

Office of
International
Relations

27 & 31
August, 2021

Workshop on Public
Relations and Corporate
Communication

16

Languages,
Literature and
Aesthetics

28 August, 2021

Orientation Webinar on
Public Policy:
Prospects and Careers

40

Public Administration
in collaboration with
OSAIL and Debate
Society.
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Key Events of SLS

COMMENCEMENT OF THE NEW SEMESTER FOR UNDERGRADUATE AND POST
GRADUATE PROGRAMME
Rapporteur: Dr. Ritu Sharma

2 August 2021: The month of August started with the commencement of new semester for undergraduate and
postgraduate programme at SLS. The session started in an online mode with a gradual phased wise reopening
plan. Faculty members are adopting innovative methods of assignments and teaching pedagogy. For lecture
delivery, the faculty is adopting hybrid Asynchronous and Synchronous (live) lectures and tutorials with
recording to be made available to the students after the class. The focus is on enhancing learning experiences
and engaging learners online by adding activity-driven session.

A Screenshot of the Online Class on MS Teams

Students of 3rd Semester BABBA in the Classroom
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THE SCHOOL OF LIBERAL STUDIES CELEBRATED THE 13TH FOUNDATION DAY
Rapporteur: Dr. Amrita Chakraborty

24 August 2021: The School of Liberal Studies (SLS) under Pandit Deendayal Energy University celebrated
its 13th Foundation day on August 24, 2021. Maintaining the Covid-19 protocol, the School celebrated the
occasion with an event at the B -Block of the university.

The event was graced by the Director General of Pandit Deendayal Energy University, Prof. (Dr.) S. Sundar
Manoharan. Prof. Manoharan talked about the inclusivity of the School and the emphasis that SLS gives on
women’s leadership role. He further talked about his personal experiences of meeting parents of the prospective
students in PDEU campus and their curiosity about knowing the admission process.
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Image: Prof. (Dr.) S. Sundar Manoharan delivering the speech

The Director of SLS Prof. (Dr.) Nigam Dave, shared some experiences during the inception of the School in
2008 and the journey over the years. Prof. Dave talked about the presence of SLS, PDEU alumni who have
passed out from the most prestigious universities of the globe while pursuing their higher studies.

Image: The SLS, PDEU team with the senior management of the university.
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The event was attended by the leadership of PDEU, the faculty members of SLS and some student volunteers.
The programme ended with a cake cutting ceremony and refreshment.

Image: The celebratory cake for the SLS Foundation Day

On this occasion, Dr. Ritu Sharma, the Dean of the Faculty of Liberal Studies says, “As we celebrate the
foundation day of SLS, we thank all the stakeholders and mentors who facilitate the nurturing of this ahead of
time education model in India. To fill the gap between what the world of work wants and what candidates have,
it’s essential to have a more open learning system and facilitate exploring minds. SLS graduates are notable for
their openness to different perspectives. The SLS program fosters intellectual curiosity and provides
opportunities to create effective learning and research abilities. We are aware that some of the most stimulating
and innovative human knowledge progress demands interdisciplinary understanding, which is the essence of
liberal studies. SLS firmly believes this pragmatic approach will drive us forward while highlighting the need to
redesign education to build New India.”
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WORKSHOP ON PUBLIC RELATIONS AND CORPORATE COMMUNICATION
Rapporteur: Devyani Bagla

27 & 31 August 2021: A two-day online workshop was conducted on Public Relations and Corporate
Communication through the Zoom platform, on 27th and 31st August 2021 for the third semester batch of MA
in Mass Communication. The sessions were delivered by Mr. Shailesh Goyal, Founder Director, Simulations
Public Affairs Management Services Pvt. Ltd., Mr. Swapan Dholakia, Lead – PR, Communication & Outreach
at LegalWiz.in and Mr. Anand Mahesh Talari, Co-Founder & Managing Director, Mavcomm Group. The
workshop was organized by Dr. Amrita Chakraborty, Assistant Professor, Mass Communication Area at the
School of Liberal Studies, Pandit Deendayal Energy University.

Poster of the workshop

The motive of the workshop was to provide students the knowledge on how Public Relations and Corporate
Communication works in the practical world, how big companies manage to maintain their reputation in the
market with the help of traditional and digital media, digital and the skills required to become a successful PR
professional.
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The first workshop was held on August 27, 2021 from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. by Mr. Shailesh Goyal who shared his
views on PR in the new age, and also gave us many valuable insights on Corporate Reputation Management,
the six pillars of Reputation Management, the role of Public Relations Manager, the different types of media
and how the companies adept to their PR strategies post Covid-19 Era. He also shared various case studies
which he himself tackled for the organization.

Session by Shailesh Goyal

The second workshop was held on the same day from 2:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. by Mr. Swapan Dholakia, who
shared a lot of his own experiences on how he as a PR personnel managed crucial situations for brands like
McDonald’s. While interacting with students, he also discussed how a Celebrity PR is different from that of a
Corporate PR. How fake news has been playing a prominent role in the industry and how television as a media
dramatize the situation rather than the print media.
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Session by Swapan Dholakia

The third workshop was held on August 31, 2021 from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. by Mr. Anand Mahesh Talari which
started on a very interactive note on the history of PR. He also shared a case study of Torches of Freedom:
Women and Smoking Propaganda. He shared his views on how PR communication is a process that is a
beneficial relationship between the organization and the people. He also held 2 interactive activities for the
attendees having dedicated questions to be answered and then discussed those which helped students build a
new perspective about Public Relations. He shared his own understanding on the definition of PR in today’s
time and how important it is to understand the Strength of Purpose of the company for PR officials.

Session by Anand Mahesh Talari
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PUBLIC POLICY: PROSPECTS AND CAREERS SESSION
Rapporteur: Ana Dhamani

28 August 2021: An hour-long session was conducted on the prospect and careers in public policy through the
Zoom platform on August 28, 2021. The event was organized by the Foundation of Community Consensus,
Department of Public Administration, OSAIL and DEBSOC, PDEU, and was coordinated by Dr. M Venkat
Ram Reddy and Dr. Sriram.

The event began with an opening speech by Aaryan Kadri, the President of DEBSOC, PDEU, who introduced
the Speaker, Ms. Ankitha Cheerakathil, the Executive Director of the Foundation for Community Consensus
(FCC). The speaker introduced FCC and H21 and presented her own professional trajectory, also sharing with
the attendees an ideal path for aspiring policymakers.
Further, the speaker elaborated on fellowships and opportunities that can help Public Policy graduates prepare
for their masters and presented four major employment sectors for Public Policy graduates: corporate,
government, research and academia. She shared examples of citizen initiatives around the world, including
those her organization has been affiliated with.
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Finally, the Speaker introduced the Policy Fellows Forum 2.1, in partnership with NYU's GovLab, the UN
Global Compact Network India (UNGCNI) and the Czech Embassy. She elaborated on the details of the
workshop, including the topics of the module, teaching methodology and faculty descriptions. She explained
what students can gain from participation, including the chance at an internship with UNGCNI.
The attendees paid keen attention to the session, and they ended the forum with a round of questions regarding
the career opportunities of Public Policy students, the PFF 2.1 workshop and the future partnership
opportunities between FCC and PDEU. They expressed their eagerness to have the opportunity to learn with
FCC under a special course by PDEU
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SLS Induction Programme

INDUCTION WEEK FOR BATCH 2021
Rapporteur: SLS Mirror Team

3 August 2021: The induction for Batch 2021 was executed from August 3-6, 2021. The first day began with
admissions to the campus and showcasing the batch by Dr. Harmik Vaishnav and Dushyant Dave, followed by
the welcome remarks by Prof. (Dr.) S. Sundar Manoharan, the Director-General of PDEU; Prof. (Dr.) Nigam
Dave, Director SLS; Prof. (Dr.) Tarun Shah, the Registrar of PDEU; Dr. T.P. Singh, Director, Academics
Affairs of PDEU; Dr. Ritu Sharma, DEAN FoLS; Abhinav Kapadia, the Chief Financial Officer of PDEU;
Ankur Pandya, the Chief Human Resource Officer of PDEU and Deven Prajapati, the Chief Campus Manager
of PDEU.
Prof. S. Sundar Manoharan delivered the inaugural address. Then Prof. Nigam Dave introduced the faculty and
staff members of SLS. The graduate attributes and programs outcome was explained by Dr. Ritu Sharma. The
post-lunch session began with a session by Hetal Vasani, Admin Manager which included an introduction to the
Admission Committee Students Volunteers. The day concluded with some activities for the students, which
were conducted by Dr. Niyati Shah, Assistant Professor, SLS.
The second day began with briefing students about the School of Liberal Studies by Prof. Nigam Dave and on
academic rules and online Netiquettes by Dr. Ritu Sharma. This was followed by a session on understanding
student registration process and MS Teams by Dushyant Dave and Admin Team. The day concluded with
students’ activities (treasure hunt), which were conducted by the Admission Committee Student Volunteers.
The third day began with introduction to NCC, Rural Internships, and Audit Activities by Dr. Neeta Khurana,
and Ms. Khushali Purohit. Dr. Anurag Srivastav discussed the SLS timetable. This session was followed by the
introduction of Centre for Counselling Services by Ms. Arpita Bohra and Ms. Nairuti Trivedi and Introduction
to Women’s cell, PDEU by Dr. Ritu Sharma, Convener of Women’s Cell. In the post-lunch session, theatrical
activities were conducted by Mr. Abhinay Banker along with student volunteers.
The fourth day began with introduction to SLS Library by the by the SLS Library Staffs followed by an
introduction to Career Cell by Dr. Tejas Dave and Dr. Nausheen Nizami. This was followed by a session with
Alumni of SLS. The Office of Students Activities, Involvement and Leadership (OSAIL) was introduced by Dr.
Niyati Shah, Associate Dean Students’ Affairs. In the post lunch session, a session on Office of International
Relations (OIR) and AIESEC was conducted by Prof. Nigam Dave and OIR team. The induction programme
was concluded by discussing the pathway programme to international universities by Prof. Nigam Dave and Dr.
Ritu Sharma.
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Prof. (Dr.) S. Sundar Manoharan, Director General,
Pandit Deendayal Energy University

Introductory remark by Prof. (Dr.) S. Sundar Manoharan: Image 1

Introductory remark by Prof. (Dr.) S. Sundar Manoharan: Image 2

Introductory remark by Prof. (Dr.) S. Sundar Manoharan: Image 3

Welcome remark by Prof. (Dr.) Tarun Shah, Registrar,
Pandit Deendayal Energy University

Welcome remark by Prof. (Dr.) Nigam Dave, Director –
School of Liberal Studies, PDEU
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Welcome remark by Dr. T.P. Singh, Director, Academic Affairs

Welcome remark by Mr. Ankur Pandya,
Chief Human Resource Officer, PDEU

Welcome remark by Dr. Ritu Sharma, Dean –
Faculty of Liberal Studies, PDEU

Welcome remark by Abhinav Kapadia, Chief Financial Officer,
PDEU

Welcome remark by Mr. Deven Prajapati,
Chief Campus Manager, PDEU

Welcome remark by Dr. Harmik Vaishnav,
Associate Professor, SLS, PDEU
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Session by Dr. Ritu Sharma
on Graduate Attributes and Course Outcome: Image 1

Session by Dr. Ritu Sharma on
Graduate Attributes and Course Outcome: Image 2

Introduction to students by Hetal Vasani, Manager, SLS Admin

Session on Studenrt Activity and OSAIL by Dr. Niyati Shah,
Associate Dean, Students’ Affair

Prof. (Dr.) Nigam Dave talked about PDEU and SLS

Prof. (Dr.) Nigam Dave introducing the faculty members of SLS
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Prof. (Dr.) Nigam Dave introducting the staff mmbers of SLS

Session by Dr. Ritu Sharma on
Academc Rules and Netiquettes: Image 1

Session by Dr. Ritu Sharma on
Academc Rules and Netiquettes: Image 2

Session on Registration Process and MS Teams by Dushyant Dave,
Manager, SLS Admin: Image 1

Session on Students’ Registration Process and MS Teams:
Image 2

Session on the Centre for Counselling Service
by Arpita Bohra and Nairuti Trivedi
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Introduction to Women’s Cell by Dr. Ritu Sharma,
Convenor of Women’s Cell: Image 1

Session on Theatrical Activities by Abhinay Banker

Introduction to Women’s Cell by Dr. Ritu Sharma,
Convenor of Women’s Cell: Image 2

Session on the Office of International Relations by Maulik Shah
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Event by the Office of
International Relations

BRIEF ON IVORY COAST INDEPENDENCE DAY EVENT
Rapporteur: Maulik Shah

7 August 2021: The Office of International Relations (OIR) under the School of Liberal Studies (SLS), PDEU
in association with AEIG-Inde organized a full day event on the occasion of the Independence Day of Côte
d'Ivoire (Ivory Coast) on August 7, 2021 at PDEU Campus. More than 60 prospective students of Ivory Coast
residing across different cities of Gujarat attended the event. The full-day event started with the campus tour
followed by quiz session and an official ceremony of the program.

Prof. (Dr.) S. Sundar Manoharan addressing the participants of the event

The program was graced by Prof. (Dr.) S. Sundar Manoharan, Director General of PDEU, Prof. (Dr.) Nigam
Dave, Head-OIR & Director-SLS, & Ms. Indrayani Mulay, Deputy Director, Confederation of Indian Industry
(CII).
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The prospective students have been briefed about degree programmes offered at PDEU and PDEU facilities
during the ceremony program by OIR representative. The program concluded with a traditional dance by Ivory
Coast’s students and cake cutting followed by the high tea for all the participants.
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Activities of Faculty
Members and Staffs

DR. ANKITA SRIVASTAVA

Dr. Ankita Srivastava chaired an online Technical Session in the International Conference on ‘Current Trends in
Multidisciplinary Research’ organized by Indian Academicians and Researchers Association (IARA), India on
August 1, 2021
She also judged a case study competition ‘ANVAY -MYTHO MANAGEMENT’ organized by the research
committee Samira's Institute of Management Studies and Research Mumbai (SASMIRA) on August 2, 2021
Dr. Srivastava co-authored a research paper titled ‘How to Build a Brand: Inside an Indian Customers mind?’ in
Academy of Strategic Management Journal which is Scopus Index Q3 journal.
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DR. RITU SHARMA

Dr. Ritu Sharma conducted a three hours training session on Cognitive Behaviour Training in Organisational
Settings as a part of ICACBT Professional Certificate Programme on August 21, 2021.
Dr. Sharma was the resource person for the ten Days International Online Workshop on ‘21st Century Skills for
Personal and Professional Life’ from 23rd August, 2021 by Department of Psychology and Department of
Social Work, Rajiv Gandhi University, Rono Hills, Itanagar, Arunachal Pradesh in collaboration with the
Society of Industrial and Organizational Psychology (SOIOP) and Department of Psychology, Banaras Hindu
University, Varanasi, India.
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DR. S VENKATA KRISHNAN

A chapter titled ‘A TRIBE IS IN TRANSITION – FUTURE WILL BE A PREDATION OR MUTUALISM?’
by Dr. S Venkata Krishnan got published in the book ‘Narratives on Tribes in Transition: Complexities in
Indian Scenario (New Delhi: Sharada Publishing House, 2021). ISBN: 978-93-83221-38-7
For Abstract & Presentation:
https://www.academia.edu/40018893/A_TRIBE_IS_IN_TRANSITION_FUTURE_WILL_BE_PREDATION_
OR_MUTUALISM
For Book Details: https://www.sharadabooks.com/index.php?route=product/product&product_id=249
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DR. HIREN SOLANKI

Dr. Hiren Solanki in the month of March, 2021 successfully completed the four credit certificate course on
Introduction to Political Theory from the Swayam portal. This course was offered by Dr. Sibaji Pratim Basu of
St. Xavier’s college, Kolkata. It was an evaluation based course, including online assessments and proctor
based examination where Dr. Solanki scored 63%.
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Students' Achievement

AAKANKSHA CHERIAN

Aakansha Cherian, a student of 2019 batch, BBA, completed a certificate course in leadership, from Harvard
University. The course started on May 30, 2021. The course helped her to think out of the box and understand
the processes needed to take an organization to new heights. It taught her how to beneficially use and enhance
her leadership skills in an organization by keeping in mind a variety of diverse people and how to motivate them
towards doing better.
She also worked at Baked by Nini's as a Guest Relations executive from March 2021 to September 2021, where
she got to develop and enhance her communication skills, management skills, patience, and multi-tasking.
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AASHI CHHATIAWALA

Aashi Chhatiawala is a Psychology major from the SLS 2018 batch, PDEU. She completed a full-time twomonth internship from June 1, 2021- August 12, 2021 at Psy Lens, Surat, in the area of Clinical Psychology.
There she became aware and acquainted with the diverse range of services provided at Psy Lens including
special education, remedial education, clinical work, and administrative functioning. She received exposure
through modalities of observation, lectures, presentations followed by viva voce, research, supervised and
independent administration of assessments, conduction of sessions, group discussions, assignment tasks, and
self-study.
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ASTHA BARCHHA

In the month of July 2021, Astha interned at Kurieta as a Marketing and Growth intern. Under the guidance of
her department head, she worked around fetching and categorising data. Overall, it was an enriching experience
for her.

SNEHA BHAYANI

Sneha completed her internship in Counselling Psychology for two months which included practical dealings
with clients. This included case study and studying case history of patients.
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ISHIKA SHAH

Ishika Shah, a student of 2018 batch started her own startup called Homemade treats by Ishika, wherein she
bakes cookies, pizookies, tarts, fudge, cakes and mediterranean dips. Along with the baking business she
herself manages the social media handles. She has a keen interest in painting, music and zumba as well.
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PALAK DESAI

Palak Desai from the 2018 batch successfully completed her internship at InMeSta, from May 2021 to August
2021.

PARTH SHAH

Parth Shah cleared NISM SERIES 8 CERTIFICATE EXAM with 80.4% and is now a certified Investment
Advisor specialising in equity and derivates. He founded a company named ‘Investorm Capital’ on June 1,
2021. Investrom Capital is an NBFC that manages capital on behalf of people and gives out returns more than
the standard bank rates. In the month of August, they witnessed returns of 7.28 %.
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PULKIT GUPTA

Pulkit Gupta, successfully completed internship with Homeflic WeGrow. The internship was held from June 6,
2021 to July 6, 2021. Pulkit was associated with the sales and marketing department in the organisation.
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VINITA GODHWANI

Vinita Godhwani, a student of BABBA 2020 batch, successfully completed an internship with Internshala.
Vinita was selected in the international student partner program as a campus ambassador to represent Pandit
Deendayal Energy University. The internship was held between June, 2021 to August, 2021. In this internship,
she learned about various marketing and time management skills.
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